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1. Sharing many separable components is better 
than trying to be everything to everyone
(This requires clear, consistent interfaces)
2. Archive and migration needs are rarely unique.  
Default to seeking o t the work of others who 
have encountered similar needs
3. Archive and migration needs are rarely unique.  
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Clear Avenues for Collaboration
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Wiki Pages Document Meeting 
Notes, Decisions, Action ItemsLess formal
Takeaways
1. Distributed teams need to vigilantly build free-
flowing communication while guarding against 
frequent interruptions
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Testing Microservices
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Testing Microservices
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Tests for all the boxes are important (Unit tests)
Tests for all the arrows are critical (Integration tests)
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Integration Testing Practices
• We write acceptance criteria in consistent 
language conducive to testing
• We write an integration test for every 
acceptance criterion
• Deploying and running real services is slow. 
We use LocalStack for rapid dev and test 
cycles
• We allow the same code to be run in Docker 
or Lambda and speak to Step Functions and 
STDIN to maximize flexibility in testing
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Use Explicit, Simple 






























Where to find them
Why?
1. If the big JSON document changes,
we update config and don’t break code
2. It is clear and verifiable which keys the 
code does not use
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Always Queue External Events
AWS Step FunctionsTrigger WorkflowIngest Needed
AWS Step FunctionsTrigger WorkflowIngest Needed Workflow Queue
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Sometimes Data is Relational!
Amazon AuroraAmazon DynamoDB
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Watch Announcements and 
Plan to Delete Code
Obsolete Cumulus Code 
Within 2 Years
• SQS-based workflows
• ECS Service Activity Polling
• Delivery to SQS
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